Open Brief / Open Letter
to
desireestokkel.nl
newlegalframe.com

- Embassy & Government of Finland -

16 june 2008

Dear Jokela Mikko & Matti Vanhanen,
I need your help with the International Criminal Court.
Over the past few months you received important emails concerning 'criminal activities of ICC'.
Last week you spoke to Phillip Kirsch, President of ICC in The Hague.
As you know, ICC keeps everything 'confidential': procedures, evidence, victum-care ....
... and even a lawcase against hostcountry NL....
I prefer to say:
'ICC is a complusive liar, who has no trouble killing victums at all and lies about it in the Assembly of ICC,
EU & UN. I'm a victum myself, about to be 'mobbed to death'.
Unless, you - and other embassies & governments - start to help me on your websites ...and if you can
find trustworthy media... even in newspapers or on tv.
What I really need is to know what Finland has done 'to make ICC work from the truth'.
Did mr. Luis Moreno Ocampo & Phillip Kirsch tell you the truth about my ICC case against NL?
Did you ask them:
'Why do you give Desiree Stokkel freedom of speech on her websites, but do you also refuse to provide
her with info needed for clusure of this case against NL? Why do you refuse to give her victum-care...?
And, why do you cause more danger for terrorism in Europe and the rest of the World, by lying about
the fact that NL-parliament has to appear in ICC-courtroom?
Why has the ICC-pre-Chamber-judge not responded - by return mail - to her letter in which the woman
asks for informations, related to procedures, evidence, settlement...etc...?'
And...'How can Finland trust ICC, when policies of this highest International Criminal Court on Earth is
quilty of misconduct itself"?
Thus: I need embassies & governments you to explain, everything ICC hides from me.
What will happen if ICC continuous her present policies and war-making acts? More wars!
Its time for an EQ-tsunami in Europe, sweap away some psychopatic-rituals.
You may take the honours within ICC.
I want to get out of that place, now...!
Have a straightforward day,
desiree stokkel
donkerelaan 39
2061 jk bloemendaal nederland
+31 23 5279457
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